What do you see or notice?

What does this make you think of, in mathematical terms?
Now what do you see or notice?

How does this relate to mathematics?

How has this changed from your original interpretation/observation?
Now what do you see or notice?

How does this relate to mathematics? Have any previous relationships changed?

How has this changed from your original interpretation/observation?
Now what do you see or notice?

How does this relate to mathematics? Have any previous relationships you noticed changed?

How has this changed from your original interpretation/observation?
Now what do you see or notice?

How does this relate to mathematics?

How has this changed from your original interpretation/observation?

How would you begin to describe what you are seeing, mathematically?
Now what do you see or notice?

How does this relate to mathematics?

How has this changed from your original interpretation/observation?

What questions do you still have?